INTRODUCTION
Advanced propeller tests in wind tunnels and in flight have been conducted to understand the aerodynamlcs and acoustics of advanced designs.
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Aerodynamic tests of the 9-ft diameter, single rotatlon SR7L NASA/Hamllton standard design were run In the ONERA SI-MA wlnd tunnel in Modane, France.
B|ade surface steady and unsteady pressures were measured during early 1987 on a two blade conflguratlon. I-3 (The complete elght blade propeller was not tested due to drlve power IIm|tatlons.) The propfan test assessment flight program (1987) (1988) was managed by Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company under a contract to the NASA Lewis Research Center. The 9-ft propfan was flight tested on a modified, instrumented Gulfstream GII business jet (Fig. l) . The objectives of the PTA program were to evaluate the propfan structural integrity, source noise, cabin noise, flyover noise and enroute noise. Thus, an extensive data base has been established for the development and valldatlon of propfan aerodynamic and acoustic analyses.
In the PTA flight test program, the propfan propulsion system was mounted on the left wlng of the modified GII aircraft. Thi_ location was chosen to avoid flow field Interference wlth the maln propulsion Gulfstream engines and to permit systematlc investigation of the propfan characterlstlcs. 4 A nacelle tilt arrangement was employed to vary the Inflow angle to the propfan. The variations In Inflow conditions were used to evaluate the effects on cyclic stress of the propfan over a wide range of operating conditions. The inflow condltlons also play an Important role In the generation of noise. The three nacelle tilt angles of the test were -3°, -l°(tilt down) and +2°(tilt up).
The average inflow angle is dependent on the alrplane angle of attack, propfan upwash angle and nacelle tilt. The complete nacelle tilt variation of 5° (-3°t o +2°) provided an Inflow angle variation of 50. 5
Acoustic and performance data were acquired over a wide range of operating conditions. The test points were specifically chosen to determlne the near field noise characteristics as a function of flight Mach number, altitude, propfan tlp speed, power and inflow angle.
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The near fleld acoustic data for the basellne deslgn-polnt crulse The effects of nacelle tilt on the fuselage and wing boom SPL's were studied both at the cruise and takeoff conditions. Increasing nacelle tilt resulted In significant reductions in SPL at the fuselage for a11 tip speeds.
At the wlng boom, the SPL's were found to increase wlth Increase In tilt angle.
On the average an acoustic sensitivity of about l dB/degree of nacelle tilt was observed.
Predictions of the SPL's for the nacelle tilt test cases were also done by Hamilton Standard; however, the predicted fuselage and wing boom SPL's showed very little sensitivity to nacelle tilt angle.
Predlctlon of the effect of inflow angle on the sound pressure levels 
THE FLOW CONFIGURATION AND COMPUTATIONAL GRID
The conf|guratlon considered here is the eight blade 9-ft diameter SR7L
propeller (Fig. l) • 500
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